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BMore Indivisible 

 

 

June 14, 2017 

 

Regulations Division 

Office of General Counsel 

451 7th Street SW, Room 10276 

Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Washington, DC 20410-0500 

Submitted electronically through www.regulations.gov 

 

Re:  Docket No. FR 6030-N-01: “Reducing Regulatory Burden: Enforcing the Regulatory Reform 

Agenda Under Executive Order 13777”  

 

Dear Regulations Division, Office of General Counsel, HUD: 

 

The following comments are submitted on behalf of BMore Indivisible regarding the proposed rule 

published on Monday May 15, 2017, “Reducing Regulatory Burden: Enforcing the Regulatory 

Reform Agenda Under Executive Order 13777.”
1
 BMore Indivisible is a group of more than 70 

residents of Baltimore City, Maryland. BMore Indivisible seeks to ensure that the federal government 

acts in ways that benefit our community rather than harm it. Our members include scientists, 

environmentalists, business people, teachers, doctors, lawyers, and families with small children. We 

oppose any action by HUD to weaken its existing regulatory protections. Our reasons are as follows. 

 

1. Executive Orders 13771 and 13777 fail to examine the costs and benefits of regulations, 

will frustrate HUD’s goal of expanding housing opportunities and are unenforceable. 

 

Executive Order 13771 requires HUD to repeal two existing regulations for each new regulation it 

proposes so that there is no net cost due to the regulatory action in any year. The order does not direct 

an agency to take into consideration the benefit or impact of the regulation itself when making this 

determination. The Executive Orders will frustrate HUD’s goal of providing safe and decent housing 

to low-income Americans. The orders overstep the Administration’s authority and are not grounded 

in statutory law. Moreover, the Orders’ mandates ignore the fact that every regulation goes through a 

notice and comment period prior to implementation, along with a rigorous regulatory impact analysis 

in which agencies are required to weigh the benefit and cost of proposed regulations.
2
 For all of these 

reasons, HUD’s Regulatory Burden Notice that implements Executive Orders 13771 and 13777 

cannot be legally enforced.  

 

In addition, Executive Orders 13771 and 13777, and the subsequent notice from HUD, may have a 

devastating impact on participants of the federal housing programs. Federal regulations provide 

important and often constitutionally and/or statutorily required protections for tenants. Aside from the 

legal barriers to implementing the Executive Orders, HUD has a moral obligation to preserve existing 

regulations that help low-income Americans obtain and maintain safe and stable housing. 

                                                 
1
 Reducing Regulatory Burden: Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda Under Executive Order 13777, 82 Fed. Reg. 

22,344 (May 15, 2017) (hereinafter “Regulatory Burden Notice”). 
2
 See Executive Orders 12291 (Reagan) and 13563 (Obama). 
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2. In response to the Administration’s regulatory reform agenda, HUD should implement 

regulations pursuant to HOTMA 

 

Last year, Congress unanimously passed and President Obama signed into law the Housing 

Opportunity Through Modernization Act (HOTMA).
3
 HOTMA is the first major federal housing 

legislation in almost two decades. The bipartisan legislation addresses a number of changes to the 

federal housing programs that will increase the effectiveness of rental assistance, achieve cost 

savings, and ease administrative burdens for housing authorities and owners. HUD has already issued 

regulations to implement important sections of HOTMA that will achieve these goals. Instead of 

undergoing a wasteful process to evaluate and identify existing regulations that may be outdated, 

ineffective, or excessively burdensome, HUD should immediately issue additional regulations 

pursuant to HOTMA that will streamline the programs and reduce administrative burdens on PHAs 

and subsidized owners. 

 

3. HUD should include HUD-assisted and other tenants on the Regulatory Reform Task 

Force 

 

HUD’s Regulatory Burden Notice, pursuant to Executive Order 13777, requires agencies to set up a 

Regulatory Reform Task Force that will identify regulations appropriate for repeal, replacement, 

modification, and consistent with applicable law. Each Task Force: 

 

 “shall seek input and other assistance, as permitted by law, from entities significantly affected  

by Federal regulations including State, local, and tribal governments, small businesses,  

consumers, non-governmental organization, and trade associations.”
4
 

 

Consumers in the housing context include HUD-subsidized and other tenants. We urge HUD to invite 

tenants to participate in the Regulatory Reform Task Force including voucher and public housing 

residents and families who access HUD’s homeless assistance grants. Tenants are most likely to 

experience the direct impacts of HUD’s regulatory reform agenda and their input is essential in the 

evaluation process. 

 

4. HUD should revise the following regulations because they are “outdated, unnecessary, or 

ineffective” 

 

The HUD Regulatory Burden Notice specifically requests comments on regulations that are 

“outdated, unnecessary, or ineffective.”
5
 Regulations related to Section 3, the demolition/disposition 

of public housing, and portability are regulations that should be modified because they are ineffective 

and do not comply with Congressional intent. 

 

Public Housing Demolition/Disposition Regulations (24 C.F.R. Part 970): Section 18 of the U.S. 

Housing Act of 1937,
6
 amended by QHWRA

7
 governs the demolition and disposition of public 

housing. The regulations related to demolition and disposition promulgated pursuant to the statute are 

outdated and ineffective. Last revised in 2006, the regulations set forth the application procedures and 

                                                 
3
 H.R. 3700, Pub. L. 114-201, 130 Stat. 782 (July 29, 2016). 

4
 Executive Order 13777 § 3(e) (emphasis added). 

5
 Regulatory Burden Notice at 22,345. 

6
 42 U.S.C. § 1437p (West 2014). 

7
 Pub. L. No. 105-276, tit. V, § 531, 112 Stat. 2461, 2570 (1998). 
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requirements for public housing agencies that wish to demolish or dispose of public housing 

properties.  

 

HUD’s current demolition-disposition policy has led to a dramatic reduction in the stock of public 

housing nationwide.  The repeal of one-for-one replacement of public housing units, followed by 

years of Congressional underfunding, maintenance backlogs, and poor management, has led to a 

permanent loss of affordable housing for the nation’s neediest families. Outdated HUD regulations 

contribute to the loss. The lack of resident consultation, the failure of HUD to enforce application 

requirements, and the apparent deficiencies of PHA relocation plans are flaws in the current 

regulations. PHAs also cite the regulation’s lack of clarity as a barrier to complying with the rules. To 

address these concerns, HUD issued guidance to PHAs
8
 and subsequently published a proposed rule

9
 

that:  

 

• Includes more robust resident consultation requirements including what must be contained in 

a PHA’s application for demolition and disposition as well as a mandate that consultation be 

accessible to all program participants. 

• Improves resident relocation provisions including a requirement to offer housing mobility 

counseling to residents.
10

  

• Adds more robust civil rights certification requirements in the rule to help guarantee HUD’s 

goals: that demolition and disposition actions “do not serve to maintain or increase 

segregation based on race, ethnicity, or disability.”
11

 

• Codifies HUD’s practice to allow demolitions in the case of emergency or major disaster 

without HUD approval. 

 

HUD’s existing regulations related to the demolition and disposition of public housing is outdated 

and ineffective and contributes to the net loss of affordable housing units nationwide. HUD should 

publish a final rule to maximize the impact of its public housing program. 

 

Enhanced Vouchers. Congress enacted Unified Enhanced Voucher authority to protect tenants 

residing in converted properties in 1999. For almost 20 years, HUD has failed to enact regulations 

implementing this authority, relying instead on occasional subregulatory guidance that does not 

adequately carry out the statute and protect tenants. In October of 2016, HUD finally proposed 

regulations to address this problem, which, among other things, failed to ensure that all affected 

income-eligible tenants received enhanced vouchers and failed to protect tenants' right to remain.
12

 A 

required lease addendum is essential to effectuate these long-standing protections, so that tenants, 

owners, PHAs and courts actually know that tenants actually have enhanced vouchers with special 

protections. To effectuate Congress' intent that tenants not be displaced by conversions, HUD should 

promptly issue a required lease addendum and regulations that reflect the comments of the National 

Housing Law Project, on behalf of the Housing Justice Network, the National Alliance of HUD 

Tenants, NLIHC, and several other national and local organizations working with enhanced voucher 

tenants and tenants facing conversions. 

 

                                                 
8
 Demolition/Disposition of Public Housing and Associated Requirements for PHA Plans, Resident Consultation, Section 

3, and Application Processing, HUD Notice PIH 2012-7 (Feb. 2, 2013). 
9
 Public Housing Program: Demolition or Disposition of Public Housing Projects, and Conversion of Public Housing to 

Tenant-Based Assistance, 79 Fed. Reg. 62,249 (Oct. 16, 2014) (hereinafter Proposed Demo-Dispo Rule). 
10

 Proposed Demo-Dispo Rule at 62,275-62,276 (Proposed 24 C.F.R. Part 970, subpart A § 970.7(c)(7)(v)). 

Proposed Demo-Dispo Rule at 62,252. 
12

 81 Fed. Reg. 74372 (Oct. 26, 2016). 
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Portability (24 C.F.R. 353-355): The existing portability regulations are ineffective at promoting 

housing choice among voucher families. Mobility and portability are the key features of the voucher 

program. On August 20, 2015, HUD published a new portability rule.
13

 The rule revised the 

portability regulations for the Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program with the goal of 

streamlining the portability process for PHAs and reducing the burden on participating families. 

While the rule made important changes to the portability process, it fell short of removing significant 

barriers to housing choice and reducing administrative burdens on PHAs. 

 

HUD should revise the portability rule to maximize family choice, increase the effectiveness of the 

voucher program, and reduce administrative burdens on PHAs. Suggested revisions include: 

 

• Prohibiting receiving PHAs from re-screening program participants who are seeking to port 

their vouchers. HUD should adhere to the statute and implementing regulations, which 

prohibits receiving PHAs from conducting elective screening of current participants.
14

  

• Requiring that information about porting be shared with families not only at the initial 

briefing, but at other times during the families’ participation in the voucher program, 

including after a request to port is submitted. Without this provision, the briefing requirements 

on mobility are somewhat less effective, especially for long-time voucher holders that decide 

to move outside of their jurisdiction after years of program participation. 

• Allowing a port where there may be loose ends from a prior tenancy but not at a level of 

severity that would call eligibility into question, promoting rapid rehousing and strengthening 

the credibility of the Section 8 program in the local housing community. 

• Requiring that PHAs allow tenants to search for a new apartment without giving a definitive 

30-day notice of intent to vacate.  

 

As HUD analyzes regulations for modification, it should consider revising the portability rule to 

promote housing choice and mobility, the cornerstone of the voucher program. 

 

5. HUD should preserve regulations that protect the rights of tenants 

 

HUD’s mission is to provide decent and safe housing for low-income Americans. In order to 

effectuate its mission, HUD promulgates regulations pursuant to federal statutory law. HUD cannot 

simply repeal a regulation even if it poses a cost or regulatory burden on the agency. We provide 

several examples below of regulations that protect the rights of tenants and are grounded in the law 

and therefore cannot be repealed by HUD simply as a result of the Administration’s regulatory reform 

agenda. 

 

Grievance procedures for public housing residents (24 C.F.R. 966.50-966.57): The federal 

regulations related to grievance procedures in public housing were promulgated to implement the 

requirements and spirit of the U.S Housing Act of 1937.
15

 The regulations afford public housing 

tenants the opportunity to dispute any public housing authority action or inaction involving the 

tenant's lease or housing authority regulations that adversely affect the tenant's rights, duties, welfare, 

or status. The right to a grievance procedure for tenants facing eviction from public housing has also 

been consistently upheld by the courts. See, e.g., Thorpe v. Housing Authority of Durham, 386 U.S. 

                                                 
13

 Housing Choice Voucher Program: Streamlining the Portability Process, 80 Fed. Reg. 50,564 (Aug. 20, 2015). 
14

 42 U.S.C. § 1437f(o)(6)(B); 24 C.F.R. § 982.307(a)(1); 64 Fed. Reg. 49.656, 49,657 (Sept. 14, 1999); 64 Fed. Reg. 

56,894 (Oct. 21, 1999). 
15

 42 U.S.C. § 1437d(k). 
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670 (1967), vacated and remanded, 393 U.S. 268 (1969);Escalera v. New York City Housing 

Authority, 425 F.2d 853 (2d Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 853 (1970). HUD could not repeal 

regulations pertaining to the right to a grievance procedure for public housing tenants because the 

right derives from due process protections afforded by the Constitution and is embedded into the 

fabric of federal housing law and policy.  

 

6. HUD should continue to advance equal access to housing free from discrimination, and 

maintain those regulations that already do so  

 

 HUD must ensure that its regulations continue to protect those persons who have been 

historically denied fair and equal access to housing opportunities. HUD’s regulations concerning fair 

housing and equal access are an integral part of ensuring that racial and ethnic minorities, families 

with children, persons with disabilities, survivors of domestic and sexual violence, LGBT individuals 

and families, among others, are not denied access to safe, decent, and affordable housing due to 

discrimination.  

 

We highlight the following regulations as examples of those recent regulations that are 

integral to protecting and advancing the civil rights of those who unfortunately are still denied equal 

housing opportunities. However, note that this is not an exhaustive list; we simply include these 

regulations to illustrate the various contexts in which fair housing and equal access regulations 

remain crucial in the advancement of HUD’s broader mission. However, other longstanding 

regulations related to ensuring equal access and nondiscrimination in HUD programs should remain 

in place as well. 

  

The Duty to Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH). The Fair Housing Act of 1968 (FHA) 

includes in its text an obligation that HUD shall administer its “programs and activities relating to 

housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further” the Fair Housing Act.
16

 In 

addition to this statutory obligation in the text of the 1968 Act, HUD programmatic statutes also 

include a requirement that program participants certify that they will affirmatively further fair 

housing.
17

 The AFFH rule is designed to assist program participants in fulfilling their existing AFFH 

obligations in accordance with local needs and input. It is not intended to take local authority away 

from local jurisdictions. HUD has an important role in facilitating program participants’ 

understanding of the AFFH rule and the statutory AFFH obligation so that program participants may 

better make connections between their own policies and practices, and how those policies may be 

contributing to fair housing issues such as disparities in access to opportunity, segregation, or 

disproportionate housing needs.  

Repealing the AFFH rule, or substantially reducing program participants’ obligations under 

the rule would, fundamentally, be a disservice to program participants, as they would once again lack 

the structure of the AFH process while still retaining programmatic statutory obligations to AFFH 

noted above. More importantly, eliminating or significantly scaling back this obligation at a time 

when communities across the country are having (or will soon be having) important and meaningful 

conversations through the Assessment of Fair Housing process about fair housing choice and access 

                                                 
16

 Id. § 3608(e)(5). 
17

See e.g., 42 U.S.C.A. § 5304(b)(2) (states and local governments receiving CDBG funds must certify that they will 

affirmatively further fair housing); 42 U.S.C.A. § 5306(d)(7)(B) (local governments that receive CDBG funds from states 

must certify that they will affirmatively further fair housing); 42 U.S.C.A. § 1437c-1(d)(16) (affirmatively furthering fair 

housing certification requirement for public housing agencies). 
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to opportunity would also be inconsistent with the agency’s statutory duty to affirmatively further fair 

housing in its programs and activities.  

Discriminatory Effects. In 2013, HUD issued its final rule
18

 regarding discriminatory effects theory 

under the Fair Housing Act. The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed that disparate impact claims are 

cognizable under the FHA its recent Inclusive Communities Project decision -- with Justice Kennedy 

noting that recognition of disparate impact “is consistent with the FHA’s central purpose.”
19

 Because 

policies and practices need not have a discriminatory intent to have a devastating effect on members 

of protected classes, the discriminatory effects framework is essential to ensuring equal access to 

housing opportunities for all. The Discriminatory Effects Rule serves the important role of 

formalizing the standard by which discriminatory effects claims are analyzed.
20

 Importantly, the 

current Discriminatory Effects Rule provides defendants or respondents the opportunity to 

demonstrate that a challenged practice is “necessary to achieve one or more substantial, legitimate, 

nondiscriminatory interests of the respondent or defendant,” such that the rule only imposes liability 

for unjustified practices with a discriminatory effect – assuming the plaintiff cannot show a less 

discriminatory alternative.
21

 The regulation sets out a single standard to be consistently evaluated by 

HUD as well as by the courts.
22

 The preamble also notes that the rule adds “no additional costs to 

housing providers and others engaged in housing transactions.”
23

 HUD should not upset this 

uniformity by taking steps to weaken its existing discriminatory effects regulations at 24 C.F.R. 

100.500. 

Equal Access Rule and Subsequent Amendments. In 2012, HUD issued its regulation regarding 

equal access to housing regardless of gender identity, marital status, or sexual orientation.
24

 HUD 

subsequently amended the Equal Access Rule twice in 2016.
25

 These protections are critical for 

ensuring access to HUD programs for members of the LGBT community. Members of the LGBT 

community still experience high rates of housing discrimination. Ensuring that HUD’s programs are 

accessible to persons regardless of their sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital status is 

fundamentally tied to HUD’s mission.  

VAWA 2013 Implementation. The Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013 (VAWA 

2013) includes additional critical housing protections for victims of domestic violence, dating 

violence, sexual assault, and stalking.
26

 For example, some of the key housing protections in VAWA 

2013 include the expansion of existing housing protections to additional HUD housing programs; the 

extension of protections to sexual assault victims; requires HUD (among other federal agencies) to 

develop a model emergency transfer plan to be used by PHAs, owners, and managers; and requires 

                                                 
18

 Implementation of the Fair Housing Act’s Discriminatory Effects Standard, 78 Fed. Reg. 11,460 (Feb. 15, 2013).  
19

 135 S. Ct. 2507, 2521, 576 U.S. ____ (2015). 
20

 Discriminatory effects liability includes both disparate impact as well as perpetuation of segregation claims.  
21

 24 C.F.R. § 100.500(c). 
22

 78 Fed. Reg. at 11,460 (“This rule formally establishes a three-part burden-shifting test currently used by HUD and 

most federal courts, thereby providing greater clarity and predictability for all parties engaged in housing transactions as 

to how the discriminatory effects standard applies.”).  
23

 Id. 
24

 Equal Access to Housing in HUD Programs Regardless of Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity, 77 Fed. Reg. 5662 

(Feb. 3, 2012). 
25

 Equal Access in Accordance With an Individual’s Gender Identity in Community Planning and Development Programs, 

81 Fed. Reg. 64,763 (Sept. 21, 2016); Equal Access to Housing in HUD’s Native American and Native Hawaiian 

Programs—Regardless of Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity, 81 Fed. Reg. 80,989 (Nov. 17, 2016).  
26

 See generally 42 U.S.C.A. § 14043e-11.  
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that victims receive a HUD-created notification of VAWA housing rights at three critical junctures 

for tenants of and applicants for covered HUD programs: (1) denial, (2) admission (3) notification of 

eviction/subsidy termination.
27

  

Harassment. HUD should preserve its final 2016 regulation regarding harassment and Fair Housing 

Act liability. Harassment in housing is a serious and pervasive issue that threatens the housing 

security of members of protected classes across the country. The preamble notes that the rule “does 

not create any new forms of liability under the Fair Housing Act and thus adds no additional costs for 

housing providers and others engaged in housing transactions.”
28

 We would oppose efforts to weaken 

or rescind this regulation.  

For these reasons, BMore Indivisible opposes any action by HUD to weaken existing regulatory 

protections. Thank you for your consideration of our comments and recommendations. If you have 

questions of concerns, please contact David Rodwin at drodwin@gmail.com 

 

Sincerely, 

David Rodwin  

BMore Indivisible 

                                                 
27

 Id. 
28

 81 Fed. Reg. at 63,055.  


